RETIRING STAMP & DIE SETS IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
SJEM007 a very merry un-birthday

SJEF001

grunge sunrays

SASJ013

script background

SVSP015

SJEU016

hand scripted

SJEH003

sea shells

SYWQ001 anchors aweigh

SNSA088

happy father's day

SJEJ005

seasonal branch

SVSG017

SASJ006

harlequin background

SNSF078

showered with love

all for love

aren't you sweet

SHMC031 aspen background

SVSD021

he is risen

SNSM079 silver lining

SVSM046 beautiful birthday

SVSH051

here comes the sun

SNSM044 snail & co

SHME056 best friends forever

SASA045

here's the scoop

SHMM042 southern sass

SHMC049 big words

SVSF052

hipster icons

SBSM010

SVSH048 birds of a feather

SVSA053

hummingbird

SNSU080 squeeze the day

springtime day

TAD0095 birds of a feather die set (6 pieces)

SHMC040 I was here

SVSE063

stamp collection

SASC034

SISH002

SVSF064

sunflowers
sunflowers die set (7 pieces)

birthday builder

just because

SASH005 birthday greetings

SNSM039 life's a breeze

TAD0111

SASA042

SHMM022 little peanuts

SVSD006 sunny side of life

blow me away

SVSE049

brushstrokes

SNSJ077

SVST026

sunset beach

SNSP052

calendar fun

SHMF041 LOL

SASC038

sweet celebrations

SBSJ007

charming gardeners

SASA047

SASD002 thank you mix

loads of fun

looking up

SHMG013 chevrons

SHMF035 love me do

SVSM044 thankful for you

SBSH008

come fly with me

SJEH004

mad for plaids

TAD0068 thankful for you die set (6 pieces)

SNSF012

conGRADulations

SVSB022

make a wish

SHMM003 that's the ticket

SASH004 contemporary greetings

SISH003

making a difference

SASC039

SJEG017

this too shall pass

SASG027

mod backgrounds 1

SASB040

tiny alphabet

SHMQ038 eat your veggies

SVSE023

modern zinnia

SBSG011

touch of nature

SBSH009 enjoy the ride

SHMA065 mr and mrs

SVSG001

tweet heart

days like this

SHMD058 every day

SVSG055

namaste

SASG030 typeset alphabet

SHME059 every month

SASR029

on broadway alphabet

SISP024

under the big top
venetian background

SNSD074

father's day

SASC001

ovalicious

SASF031

SVSG019

first in my book

SNSF016

owl's well

SHMA052 we go together

SASJ024

floral duet

SHMF062 for like ever

SVSF005

papillon

SVSD027

SVSA036

peppermint swirl

SHMD020 wish you were here

what's up

SNSM032 friend to friend

SVSD024

pretty peonies

SISM025

woo hoo for you

SISQ012

friends fur-ever

SVSD058

pretty peonies 2

SVSD067

world map

SNSG075

geek is the new chic

TAD0105

pretty peonies 2 die set (6 pieces)

SHMJ053 written in the stars

SVSQ020 go wild

SYWC002 rolling seas background

SHMB068 you and me

SNSM031 graceful greetings

SVSA059

rule the world

SVSD029

SASF035

say it with style

you're too kind
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RETIRING STAMP & DIE SETS BY PAGE NUMBER
page description
12

birthday greetings

page description
42

page description

we go together

71

contemporary greetings
papillon
graceful greetings

12

under the big top

43

written in the stars

71

14

mad for plaids

44

chevrons

72

17

birthday builder

45

peppermint swirl

72

showered with love
thank you mix

18

harlequin background

46

go wild

72

19

beautiful birthday

47

LOL

73

little peanuts
mr and mrs
calendar fun

19

venetian background

47

love me do

73

20

mod backgrounds 1

48

happy father's day

74

21

a very merry un-birthday

50

silver lining

74

that's the ticket
floral duet

22

owl's well

51

blow me away

76

25

script background

51

here's the scoop

76

you and me

25

springtime day

51

looking up

77

pretty peonies

27

stamp collection

52

sea shells

78

charming gardeners

27

world map

54

friends fur-ever

79

sunny side of life
making a difference
say it with style

28

hummingbird

54

tweet heart

81

28

this too shall pass

55

snail & co

81

29

aren't you sweet

56

anchors aweigh

81

seasonal branch
aspen background
modern zinnia

29

you're too kind

57

life's a breeze

84

30

all for love

57

rolling seas background

84

30

touch of nature

58

woo hoo for you

85

friend to friend

31

he is risen

59

loads of fun

85

sunflowers

31

ovalicious

62

squeeze the day

85

sunflowers die set (7 pieces)
best friends forever

31

thankful for you

63

southern sass

86

31

thankful for you die set (6 pieces)

64

hand scripted

92

eat your veggies

32

sunset beach

65

sweet celebrations

92

I was here

33

enjoy the ride

66

first in my book

93

what's up

34

come fly with me

67

conGRADulations

97

wish you were here

36

for like ever

67

father's day

98

grunge sunrays

37

geek is the new chic

68

big words

98

here comes the sun

37

hipster icons

68

days like this

100

on broadway alphabet

38

rule the world

69

namaste

101

tiny alphabet

40

brushstrokes

70

birds of a feather

101

typeset alphabet

41

pretty peonies 2

70

birds of a feather die set (6 pieces)

110

every day

41

pretty peonies 2 die set (6 pieces)

70

just because

110

every month

70

make a wish
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